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Roadmap

● General tech tips and tricks

● Artificial Intelligence Description

○ Large Language Models

● AI tools

● Discussion
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General Productivity Section

● Share X

● Capture animated GIFs of your screen

○ Share how-to guides with colleagues

○ Most of the animated GIFs in this presentation were created with this tool

Dave



General Productivity section

Greenshot

Mac and Windows app

● Powerful screen shot utility

Lee

https://greenshot.org/


General Productivity section

Snipping Tool  (Press the Windows key and start typing Snip)

Snip & Sketch (Windows key + Shift + S)

Dave



General Productivity section

PDFTool

Lee



General Productivity section

Print Friendly and PDF (https://www.printfriendly.com/) Browser extension

Dave

https://chrome.google.com/webstore/detail/print-friendly-pdf/ohlencieiipommannpdfcmfdpjjmeolj
https://www.printfriendly.com/


General Productivity section

SingleFile

Lee



General Productivity section

Keyboard Shortcuts

Keyboard Shortcut Function

Windows Key Open/close Start menu

Windows Key + [start typing] Launch apps or search files

Windows Key + A Open Action Center

Windows Key + D Minimize/Maximize all windows

Windows Key + E Open File Explorer

Windows Key + I Open Setting App

Windows Key + L Lock the PC

Windows Key + Tab Open Task View

Windows Key + → Snap current window right

Windows Key + ← Snap current window left

Ctrl + Z Undo an action



General Productivity section

Make your own shortcut key 

(Ctrl + Alt + you pick)

1. Place a shortcut to your favorite folder, file, or 

program on the desktop

2. Right-click; Properties; Shortcut; Shortcut key; 

Apply

Dave



Or just pin it to the taskbar…

Dave



General 
Productivity 
section

Excel Shortcut – see your 

data

Dave



General 
Productivity 
section

Excel Shortcut – see your 

data

1. Ctrl + A

Dave



General 
Productivity 
section

Excel Shortcut – see your 

data

1. Ctrl + A

2. Alt + HOA / Alt + HOI

(autofit height and width)

Dave



General Productivity section

Moving data directly from PDF → Excel

Dave



General Productivity section

Moving data directly from PDF → Excel

Dave



General Productivity section

Moving data directly from PDF → Excel

Dave



General Productivity section

Moving data directly from PDF → Excel

Dave



General Productivity section

Trackly.io

Web service

● Monitor web pages for changes

○ Example: monitor Rules Committee website for new Rules Reports and Orders

Lee

http://trackly.io/


Microsoft tips

Start 11

Windows app

● Customize the Windows 11 Task bar and Start menu

○ Make it look like Windows 10 – or whatever you want!

Lee

https://www.stardock.com/products/start11/


General Productivity section

MS PowerToys

Lee



General Productivity section

MS PowerToys

● Always on Top

● Pin windows above windows

● Default: Win+Ctrl+T

Lee



General Productivity section

MS PowerToys

● Color Picker

● Pick colors from any 

screen and copy it in a 

configurable format to 

your clipboard.

● Default: Win+Shift+C

Lee



General Productivity section

MS PowerToys

● Fancy Zones

● Window manager utility for 

arranging and snapping 

windows into efficient 

layouts to improve your 

workflow and restore 

layouts quickly

● Default: Drag window, 

hold Shift key

Lee



General Productivity section

MS PowerToys

● Image Resizer

● Right-click on one or more 

selected image files in File 

Explorer, and select 

Resize pictures from the 

menu.

Lee



General Productivity section

MS PowerToys

● Paste as plain text

● paste text stored in your 

clipboard, excluding any 

text-formatting, using a 

quick key shortcut.

● Default: Ctrl+Win+Alt+V

Lee



General Productivity section

MS PowerToys

● Peak

● preview file content 

without the need to open 

multiple applications or 

interrupt your workflow.

Lee



General Productivity section

MS PowerToys

● Text extractor

● enables you to copy text 

from anywhere on your 

screen, including inside 

images or videos.

Lee



Microsoft tips – Office.com

Dave



Microsoft tips – Office.com
If you like… You’ll LOVE…

Survey Monkey Forms

Calendly Bookings

Trello Planner

Automating simple tasks 

without coding

Power Automate

Keeping inventories or 

contact lists in Excel

Lists

Lots of word docs about 

related topics

OneNote

Keeping most directories 

secure but sharing some 

with external colleagues

SharePoint

Dave



Microsoft tips – Office.com

Dave



General Productivity section

● Create office/data automations

● Example: Never lose another attachment again! 

1. Visit powerautomate.com

2. Choose the “Save Office 365 email attachments to OneDrive for Business” template

3. Click buttons to login to Outlook and OneDrive for Business

4. Configure and Save

5. Give it a few minutes

A copy of your inbound attachments should start dumping into your OneDrive

Dave
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Alternative To

AlternativeTo.net

Find similar tools for 

other platforms



AI Introduction

Lee



Large Language Models

A large language model

● "understands" through statistical analysis and probability

● "creates" through combination of pattern, probability, and random sampling

Lee



Large Language Models

Good at:

● Coherence

● Summarizing large chunks of 

text

● Re-writing text

● First drafts when provided with 

detailed prompts

Bad at:

● Searching for information

(though some have been 

integrated with search engines)

● Providing accurate facts

Lee



Recognized Dangers

● Fictional information – dangerously plausible nonsense

● Training bias – Garbage in, Garbage out

● Privacy – who “learns” from your prompts?

● Job elimination

● Weaponization

Dave



Trying it out – a cost spectrum for popular new 
tools

Dave

Open Source
Commercial -

Free
Freemium

Paid 
($20+/month)



Example of administrative use of generative 
AI:
Gamma.app

Dave



Give a presentation in an hour!

Gamma.app

Dave

Presentation for banking executives about state 
IOLTA programs, designed to convince them of 
the good that can be done in our communities, 
and how that can result in profits for the bank.



Give a presentation in five minutes!

Gamma.app

Dave



State IOLTA Programs: 

Making a Difference in Our 

Communities
Welcome banking executives! This presentation will explore the benefits 

of participating in state IOLTA programs and how they can lead to profits 

while making a positive impact in our communities.

DP by Dave Pantzer

https://gamma.app/


What are State IOLTA Programs?

Programs?

State IOLTA programs are initiatives that pool interest from lawyers' trust 

accounts to provide funding for legal aid and other community services. 

Become a catalyst for social change!

https://gamma.app/


Benefits of Participating

Enhanced Reputation

By supporting IOLTA programs, your bank will be recognized as a community leader 

committed to access to justice and social equality.

Increased Visibility

Publicize your bank's involvement in IOLTA programs to attract socially conscious 

clients and earn media coverage to expand your reach.

Tax Benefits

Participating in IOLTA programs allows your bank to leverage tax benefits, providing a 

financial incentive while making a positive impact.

https://gamma.app/


Making a Difference

1 Legal Aid

Support crucial legal aid services, ensuring equal access to representation 

for vulnerable and marginalized individuals.

2 Community Empowerment

Help empower local nonprofits and community initiatives through grants 

and assistance, fostering resilience and positive change.

3 Access to Justice

Contribute to initiatives that promote fair and equitable access to justice, 

promoting a more just and inclusive society.

https://gamma.app/


Reaping the Rewards

1 Increased Profits

Build trust and loyalty among customers who appreciate your bank's commitment 

to social responsibility, leading to increased profits.

2 Attracting Top Talent

Align your bank's values with talented individuals seeking meaningful work, 

ensuring a competitive advantage in recruitment.

3 Customer Acquisition

Attract socially conscious customers who prioritize banking with an institution that 

actively contributes to community betterment.

https://gamma.app/


Successful Case Studies

Bank of Compassion

Learn how Bank of 

Compassion's IOLTA program 

supported local initiatives, 

gained clientele, and became a 

pillar of its community.

Justicebank

Discover how Justicebank's 

strategic IOLTA initiatives not 

only impacted underprivileged 

communities but also led to 

financial growth.

Community First Bank

Explore the journey of 

Community First Bank, 

leveraging IOLTA programs to 

drive positive social change 

while benefiting the bottom 

line.

https://gamma.app/


Getting Involved

1. Reach out to your local state IOLTA program to understand their requirements and guidelines for 

participation.

2. Assess the potential benefits and alignment with your bank's values and mission.

3. Develop a comprehensive strategy and implementation plan to maximize the impact of your 

participation.

4. Educate and engage your team to ensure a collective understanding and commitment to IOLTA 

initiatives.

5. Track and measure the results, highlighting the positive outcomes to inspire others and fuel 

continuous improvement.

https://gamma.app/


The rise of the chatbots, or
Talking to my computer

ChatGPT

https://chat.openai.com

Bing Chat

Chat.bing.com

Google

https://bard.google.com

Others…

Like Claude.AI

Dave

https://chat.openai.com/


Talking to my computer

Audience

Tone/style (e.g., toning back an angry letter)

Generate an email telling X that Y

Dave



Talking to my computer:
Drafting content, fast

You run a paid membership-based professional 
association for lawyers. Write a telephone script to 
be used by an intern to help them make calls to 
lawyers who have not renewed their membership. 
The script should include full back and forth 
conversation between the intern and the lawyer. 
The lawyer will present at least five common 
objections to renewing the membership, and the 
intern will provide polite, effective responses to 
convince the lawyer to renew.

Dave



Concerns: Cost; busyness; ROI; other associations; 
participation 

Dave



Talking to my computer 
Editing content – getting a 600-word answer to 137

Dave



GPT4All

Lee



Going beyond a spell checker - Grammarly

• Basic spelling and grammar checking

• Tone analysis

• Clarity analysis

Lee



Going beyond a spell checker - Grammarly

• Email triage with Grammarly Go

Lee



Questions, comments, observations



Audio Applications

Otter

Word

Monic/YouTube

Air.AI

Dave



What did you say?

Monica

Word online

Otter.ai

Dave



Some handy integrations
Monica (Chrome 

Extension)

Dave



What did you say?

Monica

Word online

Otter.ai
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5bpWL9Z2RlE

Dave



Summary:
Attorney Carolyn Elefant discusses the potential uses of generative AI in the legal field, including legal research, 
contract analysis, and client interaction. She also mentions commercial and free AI tools that can be used to 
improve access to justice. Elefant shares her personal experience using AI to record and transcribe client 
interviews, while also addressing ethics and confidentiality concerns.  (Generated by Monica from YouTube video)

Dave
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AI, don’t you lose my number…

Air.ai

Dave
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AI, don’t you lose my number…

https://fb.watch/neVCGhy5Am/?mibextid=CDWPTG

Dave

https://fb.watch/neVCGhy5Am/?mibextid=CDWPTG


Image manipulation and creation



Image manipulation

Lee



Image creation

Lee



Image 
manipulation 
and creation

Bing Chat (free)

Prompt: create a photorealistic 

image of an old evergreen forest 

at morning with sunrays peaking 

through, cinematic lighting

Lee



Image 
manipulation 
and creation

Bing Chat (free)

Prompt: Produce a stunning and 
highly realistic image through 
stable diffusion, depicting an aged 
evergreen forest bathed in the 
soft morning light. Capture the 
essence of cinematic lighting as 
gentle sunrays pierce through the 
dense foliage, creating an 
enchanting and visually 
captivating scene.

Lee



Image 
manipulation 
and creation

Edge Copilot (DALL E 3, free)

Prompt: create a photorealistic 

image of an old evergreen forest 

at morning with sunrays peaking 

through, cinematic lighting

Lee



Image 
manipulation 
and creation

Edge Copilot (DALL E 3, free)

Prompt: Produce a stunning and 
highly realistic image through 
stable diffusion, depicting an aged 
evergreen forest bathed in the 
soft morning light. Capture the 
essence of cinematic lighting as 
gentle sunrays pierce through the 
dense foliage, creating an 
enchanting and visually 
captivating scene.

Lee



Image 
manipulation 
and creation

Mid Journey (paid)

Prompt: create a photorealistic 

image of an old evergreen forest 

at morning with sunrays peaking 

through, cinematic lighting

Lee



Image 
manipulation 
and creation

Mid Journey (paid)

Prompt: Produce a stunning and 
highly realistic image through 
stable diffusion, depicting an aged 
evergreen forest bathed in the 
soft morning light. Capture the 
essence of cinematic lighting as 
gentle sunrays pierce through the 
dense foliage, creating an 
enchanting and visually 
captivating scene.

Lee



AI and law?

Please make me a picture of george washington and barack

obama having a conversation in a business office while a robot 

sits at a desk nearby. The robot is obviously an administrative 

assistant.  (Stable Diffusion)

Lee



AI and law?

Please make me a picture of george washington and barack

obama having a conversation in a business office while a robot 

sits at a desk nearby. The robot is obviously an administrative 

assistant.  (Bing)

Lee



AI and law?

Please make me a picture of george washington and barack

obama having a conversation in a business office while a robot 

sits at a desk nearby. The robot is obviously an administrative 

assistant.  (Canva AI)



AI and law?

Please provide a photo-realistic picture of ten attorneys meeting 

in a conference room to watch an educational lecture on a 

screen (Bing Chat)

Lee



AI and law?

Please provide a photo-realistic picture of ten attorneys meeting 

in a conference room to watch an educational lecture on a 

screen (Edge Copilot (DALL E 3, free)

Lee



AI and law?

Please provide a photo-realistic picture of ten attorneys meeting 

in a conference room to watch an educational lecture on a 

screen (Mid Journey)



Free image generation on your computer

Fooocus (https://github.com/lllyasviel/Fooocus)

https://www.fal.ai/models/fooocus

Prompt: As the sun sets, the trees whisper, while the river gracefully 

meanders, reflecting beautiful colors, majestic mountains stand tall, 

evoking tranquility and harmony, butterflies dance in the air, the 

mysterious connection between sky and earth, colorful objects.

Lee



Video creation

Synthesia

https://www.onlinejudge.us/040391355937/ai

Lee



Questions, comments, observations



Make it do my homework?

Claude.ai allows you to upload a PDF and then interrogate it.

This makes a helpful starting point if someone asks you for a bio and all you 

have is your resume.

Dave



Asking the document a question

Claude.ai

ChatPDF

The Maryland CLE regulation example…

Dave



Asking the document a question

Claude.ai

ChatPDF

The Maryland CLE regulation example…

Dave
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AI, explain the law to me

Lee



pll.ferretit.ai

Lee



pll.ferretit.ai

Lee



pll.ferretit.ai

Lee



pll.ferretit.ai

Lee



Take a quick look at everything…

Microsoft Copilot

Google Duet

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=B2-8wrF9Okc

Dave



The future of AI – Beside, Outside, Inside

Lee



Further reading

• Prompt engineering guide: https://www.promptingguide.ai/

• Great list of tools and links: https://github.com/steven2358/awesome-generative-ai

• Generative AI’s Act Two (with “market 

map”): https://www.sequoiacap.com/article/generative-ai-act-two/

https://www.promptingguide.ai/
https://github.com/steven2358/awesome-generative-ai
https://www.sequoiacap.com/article/generative-ai-act-two/


https://www.sequoiacap.com/

article/generative-ai-act-two/

https://www.sequoiacap.com/


Should we be doing this?

AI Policy Generator - https://causewriter.ai/resources/how-to-create-a-practical-ai-policy/

The Seven GPT Objections to Consider (with rebuttals) https://www.wholewhale.com/tips/gpt-

objections/

https://causewriter.ai/resources/how-to-create-a-practical-ai-policy/
https://www.wholewhale.com/tips/gpt-objections/

